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LAND CRUISE GIBRALTAR A RANDOM ROCK AROUND THE ROCK
Since I bought Manca in 2006 I have struggled with many Mediterranean languages: Slovenian,
Croatian, Italian, Hebrew, Egyptian, Greek, Turkish, French, and Moroccan (Arabic) and more. So it is
a little relaxing to land in Gibraltar and be able to speak my mother tongue. The euphoria does not
last long however a vast number of the service providers now come from Spain and beyond to the
Schengen countries. Mostly I have had few problems except on occasion an official in a customs
office may not understand me or the yacht’s movements and then it can get a bit tricky.
So the “Random Rock around the Rock” was fun and very interesting. I have named this short blog
“Random” for two reasons; a)there was no plan I just got up each day and wandered around with the
Nikon, b) the photos were saved by Paint.net in random order! Never mind enjoy the random stroll.
But first a good meal to fortify the soul for the stroll.

A relaxing time in Gibraltar leaves time for some easy onboard
meals. A new George Foreman grill made it simple and safe on the
yacht with little mess.

Sandy Bay Beach on the east side of The
Rock a safe place to swim.

One of many encounters with the
charming Macaque apes. They are
usually available for a chat and a
welcome to "Our Rock".

You must try the English fish and chips in Casemates Square. Rock English
Fish & Chips was really good!

Now time to relax and read the paper! I
told you it was random! This one is back
in Esteopna after the Gibraltar visit!
Hope don’t get too confused!

Sailing by The Rock on the south east
side.

Not sure I could outdo Hercules! Apparently the rock
came from a few hundred miles away as the current
continents were shuffling around. The plaque is near
Europa Point.

Meanwhile this little fellow looks right
into the lens. That is a classic Macaque
smile.

Good colour on the sunny day at
Europa Point. The South Bruny Island
Tasmania light had the same three
lighthouse keepers’ housing for the
three 8 hour shifts.

Sandy Bay beach surf boards.

Grilled lamb chops, grilled red peppers,
potato and yam mash. Yum Ho!

The lovely botanical gardens have one corner devoted to cacti from
Africa. I love the many different textures and shades of green.

An excellent cacti garden to visit.

Contrast in textures in the gardens.

A tribute to Molly Bloom and James Joyce.

Molly Bloom

A Gibraltanese walking the two
cockatoos.

East view from one of the Great Siege Tunnels looking over Sunset
Beach.

West view from The Great Siege Tunnels looking over the runway to
La Linea and Algeciras beyond.

There are now, after WW2, 24 miles of
tunnels throughout The Rock.

A typical Great Siege canon and
soldier's dress. The Scotts were smart
to play with bagpipes instead of guns.

The Rock is dripping in history!

Nice and cool walk in the tunnels a
great respite after a hot summer day.

For sailors, new to Gibraltar, this photo
gives a great view of the approach to
Marina Bay/Ocean Village Marina on
the bottom right. Cespa fuel dock can
be seen middle left. Diesel is very
cheap. The end of the runway is to be
avoided with the 21 meter mast of
Manca.

The Moorish Castle still stands after many attacks partly due to the
surrounding walls, the height above the sea and the incredibly thick
walls.

The tunnels were great extended during
WW2 for supplies, shelter a hospital
and more. Canadian soldiers also
helped out.

They are very friendly but if you ignore the signs and have
food in your bag or backpack they will have the zippers
opened in a flash and whatever you have in there will be
gone. One young woman recently had her bikini top
removed while the tourists stood by in amusement. Poor
young thing was quite embarrassed. I am guessing the
young offender has been moved to another end of The
Rock for bad behavior.

Inside the fort has recently been
restored enough to give you an idea of
life in the fort.

This marks the gate where the isthmus
of flat fertile land joined the great big
limestone Rock rising over 900 metres
above the sea. This flat land now forms
the airport.

A Russian gun presented to the British
after the Crimea War.

The Royal Engineers are proud that they
still hold this strategic Rock which, for
centuries, has controlled the Strait of
Gibraltar. The Spanish want it back of
course. There are frequent diplomatic
squabbles between the two. I think the
Brits are investing more into
construction to help make the point:
they are not about to leave. There are
lots of highrises on the way up.

Well preserved from the 1700’s.

The Macaques have the run of The
Upper Rock, are well fed, cared for have
health care and are disease free. The
population is stable. They generate
huge cash for the tourism industry. The
tourists are charged about 20GBP for
the taxi ride to the top to see them in a
12 seat van.

I am sure he learned his charms at an
early age!

A delightful moment.

Some family spat I did not understand.

The pursed lips and raised hair signal a
strong message.

I have left these two to blend together.
The top photo is St Michael’s Cave of
limestone stalactites and stalagmites.
The bottom photo is a cross section of a
fallen stalactite showing the growth
rings over thousands of years.
Apparently you can see variations in
climate and the amount of rainfall.

Yep we are the real owners of The Rock.
Queensway Quay Marina is just below.

The Macaques are very clean always preening and grooming.

From the top, reached by the cable car, you have a beautiful long walk
down to the village ending in the gardens.

A mature thoughtful mom.

Hair beautifully done for the portrait!

A great shot and my goodness it is 900 metres down to
Sandy Bay Beach below!

Top of the world! What a great habitat and the views! Over the years a few cables
have been installed to hold some unstable boulders.

Sandy Bay Beach has a protective
breakwater making it quite safe for
swimming.

Mother with a very young baby!

Hold on young fella it is a long way
down!

Lucky to get a clear view of the city.
Also happy to see a new marina under
construction should be more room in
the future.

The red roofs make a great photo.
Manca is in Queensway Quay just on
the far left of centre.

You can take a return for 11 quid. More fun to go up and then
walk down.

Jamie Oliver pressure cooker softens
the chicken to the bone in about 6
minutes. Ratatouille, pan fires and
balsamic reduction.

Gibraltar is a great place to yacht
watch. This 47 metre is just recently
launched. Fold away teak bow
seats…cute.

Forty seven metres just launched

Statue of the Nelson looks across the
road to the pearly gates… or if you like
the iron fence.

The great man himself who turned the tide of naval history until The
Great War started the decline of the British Empire. Nelson1803.
Banco Trafalgar is just 40 nautical miles west of this statue.

We sail east to Estepona leaving the
historic light to port.

A touch of morning sun. Bye Gibraltar.
Thanks for a great Random Rock around
the Rock Land Cruise.

I hope you enjoyed the “Random Rock around the Rock”. I sure did and would love to return soon.
Finally finished this blog in Ceuta the Spanish enclave just across The Gibraltar Strait from The British
Rock! The Spanish also have another enclave 130 nautical miles east along the Moroccan coast.
Ceuta, August 30 2015,
S/y Manca
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